The Missing Peace Initiative

WIIS continued to support the Young Scholar Network on conflict related sexual violence together with USIP, PRIO, and the University of California Berkeley.

Publications

Throughout 2019, WIIS published 16 blogs and policy briefs.

Blue Book

WIIS launched the Blue Book: A roster of women experts ready to serve on governing boards of think tanks and NGOs.

Combat Integration Initiative

WIIS continued its support for research on the integration of women in the military.

NEXT GENERATION SYMPOSIUM FELLOWS & THE WIIS TEAM

WIIS GPS Initiative

The 2019 Next Generation Symposium brought together an international group of exceptional young leaders.

Policy roundtables with the embassy of Liechtenstein continued to spark discussion on gender, peace & security issues.

Research and book project to integrate a gender perspective to international security issues.

WIIS 2019 in Review

WIIS Top Five Initiatives

The Gender, Peace and Security Initiative

The 2019 Next Generation Symposium brought together an international group of exceptional young leaders.

Policy roundtables with the embassy of Liechtenstein continued to spark discussion on gender, peace & security issues.

Research and book project to integrate a gender perspective to international security issues.
WGIS HOTLINES

HOTLINES
WIIS published 52 jobs and events hotlines - an incredible resource for WIIS members.

WIIS MENTORSHIP

MENTORSHIP
WIIS updated the member homepage and is expanding its mentorship program in 2020.

WIIS PODCAST

PODCAST
WIIS launched a podcast to share ideas among WIIS members and international security experts.

WIIS READS

BOOK CLUB
This initiative highlights WIIS member publications and interesting books in the international security field.

WIIS HAPPY HOUR

HAPPY HOUR
WIIS hosted 12 happy hours to facilitate networking between WIIS members and the broader DC community.

WIIS PARTNERSHIPS

WIIS partnered with seventeen different organizations for events and networking.